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AB9TRAfi3? * The low température regime of continuoua apin 
modela ta dlecoeaed.The relevance of the waak coupling 
oxpana ton for the calculât ion of invar iant Green'a func-
tiona ia analyzed. Notably it ia found that in two 
dlmonotone Green'a Cunctiona of invariant operators cannot 
be computed perturbâtively. 
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In two previous papers [1.2] certain aspects of 
functional integration on compact spaces were discussed. 
For the concrete case of a non-relativistic particle free to 
move on sN-l (H = C»/2MR2) it was found that : 

i) The Peynman-Xac formula for the propagator is 
correct.ly given by the continuum limit of the 1-dimensional 
non linear 0(N) C"- model 

. (# K) w fW L fe £ S L iKl 
?' *$ > V * * • 

ii) For any. concrete parametrization of the sphere 
SN" ], one cannot interpret the probability measure in 
eq.(.l) (naively) as 

with Tr* expressed in the chosen coordinates. This ob
servation, forming the basis of Ito's calculus appears in 
many papers starting with De Witt's [a] . The naive action 
in eg. (2) must be modified by the introduction of a 
potent! aJ term of 0(-n2). The generalization of, the I to 
ca.lcu.lus to field theory and its intimate connection with 
the 0(H) symmetry was discussed by us in a recent paper 

iii) The semi-classical approximation of the func
tional integral in eq.(l) gives the correct answer for T*0 
(#••-••), but fails for T-*oo(j8-»0). In particular in this 
approximation one does not obtain a discrete spectrum. 

In this paper we continue our investigation of 
functional integration on compact spaces by considering the 
weak coupling perturbation expansion. The concrete ques
tions analyzed are : 

i) As the coupling constant goes to zero, do the 
spin fluctuation diminish so that the assumption of Gau
ssian dominance becomes legitimate to compute the Green's 
functions ? 

ii) Does the naive continuum action used for per-
turbative computations have to be modified by Ito like terms 
(si ? 

Our results regarding the applicabiliity of per
turbation theory follow from the simple observation that 
this approximation cannot be used if by lowering the 
temperature one cannot control the magnitude of the spin 
fluctuations. In 1 and 2 dimensions the Mermin-Wagner 
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theorem [s] implies unbounded epin fluctuations at any 
temperature in the infinite volume limit.In 2,3 and 4 
dimensions the fluctuations become unbounded in the con
tinuum limit. We find no way of relating the temperature to 
the volume or the lattice spacing such that a non-trivial 
limit is reached. We would like.to emphasize that the 
criterion discussed above for the applicability of per
turbation theory is strictly necessary and in general not 
sufficient. This point will be illustrated later on with a 
concrete example. 

All our computations were performed in d-d int
ensions. We appealed to d « 1 occasionally to compare the 
perturbâtive results to the known exact ones. To dis
tinguish between infrared and ultraviolet difficulties the 
non-linear O(N) S" - model was modified by coupling the 
spin to an external magnetic field. Our findings are : 

i) For the 0(N) 6"-model (with or without magnetic) 
field in the continuum limit perturbation theory is in
applicable for d i. 2. For d < 2 it cannot be ruled out 
either if the magnetic field is non-vanishing or in the 
small, volume limit. 

ii) The same statements apply to any topological 
sector of the semi-classical approximation. 

iii) Por the Yang-Mills lattice models, regarded as 
spin models, perturbation theory cannot be ruled out as a 
scheme to compute the Green's functions of the spin for any 
d in the continuum limit. 

iv) In those cases where applicable,perturbation 
theory with the naive action (no Ito like terms) produces 
the correct results. In particular the Green's functions so 
computed possess the desired symmetry. 

A similar analysis has been performed recently by 
Haaenfratz (7]. He points out that perturbation theory 
cannot be applied even on finite lattices if the zero modes 
due to global rotation are not separated out. Such a 
procedure has always been used in semi-classical ap
proximations (collective coordinates for the instanton) and 
our analysis of perturbation theory is done only after all 
the zero modes have been properly eleminated, for instance 
by following Hasenfratz's prescription on a lA periodic 
lattice. 

We therefore consider the following lA periodic 
lattice model 

2 = TT U?cx) ^ F t s ) f f ife S«M], 

1 S x«A »-* *°- J 

Here Ac7.d is a finite sublattice of linear size L and 
a ' T/IJ is the lattice spacing. An inverse length,* m 
introduced so as to render g dimenaionless. bF(f) donot** 
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the Faddeev-Popoy determinant. When introducing an external 
magnetic field H, the partition function Z becomes 

To keep the discussion simple we consider the 0(2) model and 
represent 

?Cx) = ( %», f(x) j C*s *<(*)) . 

Then the Gaussian approximationsof Z and Z^ read simply 

x #Ai. «A J rl'3 « A vsl 2c* J(5) 
and 

choosing IT •» (0,H). 
Our discussion is baaed on the observation that the 

Gaussian approximations (5) and (6) are manifestly in
correct if as g-»-0, the average value of f(x)* becomes 
.larger than v 2 . This quantity can easily be estimated 
in the same approximation(Kgs(5) or (6)). It is 

(7) 

(8) 

*., , t*o v«i L-and respectively 

< < f « V 7 & * ( f a ^ A W - ± . s c ^ - v H 

Obvious.ly for finite L, as g-»0 the spin fluctuation 
<<f(x) 2> ••• 0,hence the approximation is self-consistent. Por 
L-»«o we distinguish two cases depending upon the value of aL 

a) Infinite volume limit (a fixed, L-»oo) 
As g-» 0, <%f->H~*0 in any dimension d(H / 0). If H - 0, 
<fi$3>-»oo for any g >0 if d £ 2 (Hermin-Wagner theorem [s]) 
but goes to zero as g-» 0 if d > 2 . 
b) Continuum limit (aL fixed, L-»oe) 
If d - 1, ae g-» 0 for any H the spin fluctuation goes to 
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zero.But if d £2, the spin fluctuation divergea for any g 
and H (ultraviolet divergence). 

We have therefore classified the cases in which a 
priori perturbation theory ia inapplicable. To complete the 
discussion we must verify if it is possible to make g a 
function of I. such that as L-»oo , g-*-0 and <<P(x)2> <oo. 
Unfortunately this ia not possible in the non-linear C -
model.s without rendering them trivial. Indeed a a impie 
computation [•] gives for 0(a) 

It is straightforward to verify that 
i) For d>l the difference in Eg.(9) ia infrared finite even 
when <fteP> ia infrared divergent. 
11) For d£2 in the continuum limit 

<£ «f M<1<.$>/<Ht*?>-*** aa L-^eO . 

*' Therefore it ia not possible to make <«f<x)Xoo by 
using g •= g(L) and obtain non-trivial correlations in 
Kq.(7)or (8). 

Next we discuss lattice gauge theories. They can be 
regarded as lattice spin modela, with the spins attached to 
the links. The action is the sum over all the plaquette 
actions, the latter being : 

besides the different spin interactions, the notable dif
ference with the GT-modela ia the power of (ouu) changed from 
d-2 to d-4.(Thia ia done in attempt to define a theory in 
which in the continuum limit the usual gauge observables 
exist). If we wish to compute the Green's functions of the 
spins Sj, perturbation theory cannot be ruled out in the 
continuum limit for d £4.In the infinite volume limit the 
same discussion as for the 6"- models applies. 

Finally we would like to address the question of the 
form of the continuum action which is to be used for 
perturbative calculations in those caaea in which this 
approximation is applicable. Specifically does one have to 
use an effective action containing Ito like terms [s] to 
obtain the correct answer ? We have verified that computing 
perturbatively up to two loops with the naive action : 
a) For d - 1, H - 0, -r;j**0 the result agrees with the exact 
answer. M * 
b) For d arbitrary IT # 0, the Green's functions of O(N) 
invariant operators depend only on \H\ . 

Thus Ito calculus is not necessary in perturbation 
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theory. We interpret this result as being due to the fact 
that in perturbation theory the fluctuations vanish as g-, 
0. Hence the spin never probes the full manifold on which a 
priori it would be allowed to fluctuate. 

In closing we would like to emphasize that our paper 
addresses an important question of physics :are the in
variant Green's functions calculated perturbatively in d -
2 for the O(N) (T-model [ 9 ] , known to be infrared finite 

[10], the Green'3 functions of the continuum limit of the 
O(N) lattice (5-model ? Our answer is no, although they have 
a.1.1 the desired properties. This answer is a corrolary of a 
criterion which while necessary, is not sufficient. An 
interesting example of the subtleties involved is provided 
by the fojlowing spin model : 

tr 

For d > 2 in the Infinite volume limit, as l-*wone may think 
that the Gaussian approximation is correct. In fact our 
criterion (with the zero mode properly treated) would not 
ru.le it out. Yet it has been rigorously shown by McBryan and 
Spencer [ n ] that the true correlation <* x« 0> decays 
exponentially, while its Gauuoian approximant as a power of 
i/ixl • She reason for which our criterion is not sufficient is 

that it does not estimate the error, which can grow with L, 
as the above example shows. 
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